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Preface

Element Black is a revolutionary NFT platform for web 3.0 visual

infrastructure developers that enables co-creation, collaboration, and co-

ownership of digital assets. From pixel art to music, Element.Black is a first-of-

its-kind platform ushering creators into the future of Social-Fi！

Through Social-Fi, Element.Black aims to deliver benefits and rewards to

users through the financialization and tokenization of social influence. This fusion

of social and finance revolutionizes the inherently extractive traditional social

media model and puts the economics back in the hands of our users.

On Element.Black, users are empowered with the tools to create digital

assets on both extensive and small scales. From miniatures to personalized

virtual spaces, from gaming assets to NFTs, from visual elements to digital

assets, Element.black can help our users bring all their wildest imaginations to

life in the form of digital assets. In addition, users are also empowered with the

tools to create their personalized digital avatars. Realized through 3D modeling,

Element.Black provides detailed customizations for unique identities.

Element.Black strives to break through the barriers set between the variety

of metaverses existent and to enable digital assets transfers across them. All the

digital assets and avatars created from Element.Black can be migrated across

all metaverses. Furthermore, Element.Black has an extraordinary network of

celebrities and artists, and provides a Social-Fi platform that facilitates engaging

interactions with their fans.

Impacted by the pandemic, the global entertainment industry has suffered

major blow in 2020. But fundamentally, the digital trend of the entertainment

industry has become the general trend, the traditional industry giants are actively
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layout digital entertainment, and the Internet is no less, in the field of

digital entertainment conquest. The tide of industry change is in full swing, and

the addition of blockchain technology has greatly enriched the imagination

space of this change. It was in this context that we launched the Element Black

project. Element Black will build a decentralized meta-universe by building a

blockchain-based Web 3.0 infrastructure, starting with the entertainment

industry, and creating an economic ecosystem around Element Black. Element

Black’s portfolio includes: Gaming, Public Chain, NFT, and DEFI.

In the long run, Element Black's point of use lies in the whole industrial chain,

which will eventually open up the channel of meta-universe --

blockchaintechnology -- the real world, and truly realize the core role of

blockchain technology in restructuring organization and value distribution.

Although blockchain technology has been the major trend in the past few

years, many people have been flocking to it, but most of them are bubble

components of speculative coins. A lot of people don't realize that blockchain

could have a much bigger impact on human society. Most projects do not

understand the changes of blockchain to the organization system of human

society from the underlying logic, but only regard blockchain as a development

tool or a profit model. This clearly undervalues blockchain. The value of

blockchain is not limited to this, it has reshaped a lot of human social behavior in

many ways. Through blockchain, the value of human commercial society will be

redefined, the responsibility will be clearer and faster, the operation mechanism

of the organization will be changed, and most importantly, the trust system of

human society will be unprecedentingly strong, and many problems will be

solved.

In the next three years, as blockchain technology began to change market
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chain and enterprise will have a greater attention on the change of the business.

With smart contracts, the new ecological system will be integrated into the

existing industry, new business models and regulatory service pattern will

emerge, social enterprise number will increase significantly. Cross-chain

technology will enable the flow of value between different blockchains, and even

between blockchains and traditional IT systems. Combined with the current

development of blockchain technology and the maturity of the existing

technology, market and regulatory system, it can be predicted that the

blockchain ecology will be widely implemented within three years, deeply

combined with specific industrial scenes to create a new model, and effectively

promote the transformation and upgrading of the real economy, improve the

quality and efficiency. The widespread landing of blockchain technology in the

real economy provides an opportunity for the real industry to "change lanes and

overtake" directly to achieve "credible digitalization".

Element.Black Roadmap

ELT Product Development

ELT Token Distribution Mechanism

ELT Whitepaper 1.0 Release

ELT Official Website & Social Media launch

ELT Protocol Beta Test

Pixel Infinity Product Development

ELT Strategic Partnership with OKX (Sep 2021)

Marketing Events and Meetings
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ELT Marketing Campaigns

ELT Social Media Campaigns

ELT Community Management

Pixel Infinity Artist Co-Promotions

James Gunn Retweeted Brightburn Mystery Box between Element.Black and OKX

(Sep 2021)

ELT & OKX Live Panel (Sep 2021)

ELT & OKX Airdrop Event (Oct 2021)

Brightburn Mystery Box Pre Sale Announcement (Oct 2021)

Element.Black Mainland China AMA PR Release (Oct 2021)

Element.Black Global AMA PR Release (Oct 2021)

Element.Black 1st Mystery Box Sale Result PR Release(Oct 2021)

Pixel Infinity Patch Update

Element.Black Collaboration with Mikail Akar PR Release (Nov 2021)

Sid Ganis Joining Element.Black & PR Release (Nov 2021)

Element.Black Collaboration with John & Andrea Alvin PR Release (Nov 2021)

Pixel Infinity 1st Round Internal Beta Testing Whitelist Release (Nov 2021)

Pixel Infinity 1st Round Internal Beta Testing Result Release (Nov 2021)

Pixel Infinity 2nd Round Internal Beta Testing Whitelist Release (Nov 2021)

Pixel Infinity & SHOUT Gallery collaborative exhibition (Dec 4 & 16, 17 2021)

Element.Black AMA with Crypto Daku (Dec 2021)

Pixel Infinity 1.0 Launch (Jan 2022)

Element.Black second IP NFTs launch (Jan 2022)

Music-Infinity (Jan 2022)
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Product Release Schedule

Metaverse 3D Migration (2022)

Pixel Infinity 3.0 Launch (Feb 2022)

ELT Public Chain (June 2022)

Metaverse Launch on ELT Public Chain (June 2023)

More Games to Come
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Chapter 1 Project Background

1.1 The State of NFT

NFT, also known as “Non-fungible token”, is a unique digital product,

distinct from tokens that can be exchanged for equivalent value, such as Bitcoin,

Ethereum, etc. It is also understood as the carrier of digital certificates. At the

beginning of 2021, NFT concept projects, such as ENJ, NFTX, REHAB, Mask,

Meme, etc., saw their token prices increase by dozens or hundreds of times.

"Every Day: The First 5,000 Days," the much-talked-about NFT artwork, was

sold at Christie's for $69.34 million. Other than setting a new record for a virtual

art auction, it also puts creator Beeple in the top three selling artists of all time,

behind Jeff Koons and David Hockney. A number of celebrities and investment

institutions have also started to lay out NFT tracks. For example, Tesla CEO Elon

Musk announced on March 15 that he would sell a music NFT, which has sold

for

$100,000 in just an hour.

In the field of investment, major investment institutions began to invest in

many NFT projects. In 2021, even more investment institutions will enter the

field of NFT.

At present, the NFT field has formed a huge ecosystem. According to

different functions and roles, NFT Ecology can be divided into several different

tracks, such as the public chain that focuses on building NFT infrastructure, the

trading platform that provides NFT liquidity, and the NFT platform that provides

different application scenarios (such as entertainment, games, fashion collection,
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etc.). Element Black has also laid out NFT tracks around the world, bringing the

works of the world's biggest entertainers and artists to a global audience.

Since NFTs are issued on the blockchain, it can realize clear ownership,

transparent quantity and transfer mark, which can capitalize digital content and

become a "value machine" that provides a bridge that connects real world and

digital world assets, thus becoming the value carrier of the digital new world.

1.2 Influence of the Global Entertainment Industry

In the global entertainment industry, Hollywood occupies a very important

position, its films generated 70 percent of the global box office. Hollywood not

only is not the birthplace of global fashion, it is also the center of the global

music and film industry. It has the world's top entertainment industry and luxury

brands, representing the highest level of fashion. Movie giants like DreamWorks,

Disney, 20th Century Fox, Columbia Pictures, Sony, Universal Pictures, WB,

Paramount, and top record labels like Rcajive Interscope Records are all

gathered within Hollywood.

Not only has Hollywood developed the Film and Television entertainment

industry, it also has a very advanced Film talent training system. American

Hollywood Film Academy (Hollywood Film Academy) is a comprehensive art

institution that integrates Film and television art education and production. It

was registered and established by the government of California. The Academy

islocated in Los Angeles, the beautiful and sunny art capital of the world, which

isknown as the "dream factory of the world". The Hollywood Film Academy is

an Art organization affiliated with the World Federation of Youth Literary Art, a
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non-profit organization. It has more than 1,000 young members from all over

the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Argentina and the United Arab Emirates, the

World Federation of Youth Literary and Literature has a strong international

influence.
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Chapter 2 The Element Black Project

2.1 Element Black positioning

As from the previous chapter, most projects displayed very little

understanding on the change effect of blockchain on the transaction system of

human society, blockchain is only regarded as a development tool or profit

model. Therefore, the factor allocation and value distribution of the industry have

not been optimized, which most practitioners can see. However, the core ofthe

problem is that providing a complete set of development and operational

support for blockchain for entity enterprises is a relatively large project, and it

belongs to the infrastructure construction of the whole market. Such time

consuming and complex projects will not be suitable for most developers who

are looking to attract “hot money” from investors.

But there are always visionary and innovative people, and this is why we

started Element Black. Element Black will build a decentralized meta-universe

bybuilding a blockchain-based Web 3.0 infrastructure, starting with the

entertainment industry, and ultimately, to create an ecosystem around Element

Black.

Main sections in the early stage of the project include:

1、ELEMENT GAMECENTER

2、ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY

3、ELEMENT NFT MARKETPLACE

4、ELEMENT DEFI
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Picture 2-1: Element Black Service Direction

In the long run, Element Black's point of use lies within whole industrial chain,

which will eventually open up the channel of metaverse which connects with the

real world through blockchain technology. The core role of blockchain technology

will be realized in re-structuring organization and value distribution.

2.2 Service Content

Element Black offers a wide range of services, including:

2.2.1 Game Center

The Game Center is the core content of the Element Black metaverse. Users

can create pixel-level games around Element Black, including painting, music and

video creation. Create characters, music, scenes, and video content for an open

world simulation game based on Element Chain through user-built games.
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All work created by users can be issued corresponding NFT (non-fungible token)

support content creators, investors or fans can also transfer value-added NFT

within the platform. Benefits and profits received from the value-added bonuses,

will be shared between both parties through smart trade contracts, achieving a

closed-loop ecological universe of entertainment + investment + creation.

Picture 2-2: The Game Center Ecological Cycle

2.2.2 Public Chain Technology

Element Black will build a public chain that supports the creation of NFT and

cross-chain transactions at low cost. Element Black will also transform and
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upgrade the existing DAO technology by creatively using DAO for protocol

management and using DAO driver and AI technology to manage rule sets, which

is highly inclusive, which can provide full play to the efficient and transparent role

of a decentralized system. To realize the trusted circulation of assets on different

chains, as long as the blockchain project supports the Element Black protocol

cross-chain asset management, cross-chain financing, digital token exchange,

data sharing and other services can be realized. Both the blockchain project

parties and users can carry out quick and convenient NFT anddigital asset

circulation on the Element Black platform.

The core function of digital assets is circulation. Element Black's public chain

technology enables a large number of digital assets to be widely circulated,

which will enable more and more market players to feel the convenience

brought by blockchain technology.
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Picture 2-3: Element Black Public Chain Technology

2.2.3 NFT Trading Service Platform

First of all, Element Black will build an NFT trading service platform. At the

same time, relying on the founding team's rich background of art brokerage and

Class-A certified auction house, it will establish a complete trading and asset

synthesis service system, and gradually build the largest NFT ecosystem in Asia.

The main service content of NFT trading service platform includes NFTtrading

(auction and blind box extraction), creation, finance, exhibition and otherdiversified

services. Users can obtain ELT on the platform by means of auction and mining, or

pumping blind box and mining.

Transaction: The platform will publicly display the information of NFT products
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cover cultural and art products, blockchain games, digital art, virtual real estate,

etc. Customers can trade by auction or by drawing a blind box.

Creation: It provides a platform for artists to create NFT, and a place for

collectors to store or trade art assets. This ensures the scarcity, originality and

exclusivity of works.

Finance: The platform will provide a series of financial services related to

NFT,such as transaction insurance, loan and loan. Minimize the unforeseeable

risks brought by the process of art collection and transaction to provide users

with the best experience.

Exhibition: Initiate offline or online exhibition, and NFT owners will be

distributed with their corresponding income.

Picture 2-4: NFT trading service platform

2.2.4 DEFI

In the current financial system, financial services are largely controlled and

regulated by a centralized system, whether it is the most basic deposit, deposit
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transfers, or loans or derivatives transactions. Defi wants to build a

transparent, accessible and inclusive peer-to-peer financial system through

a distributed open source protocol that minimizes the risk of trust and makes

it easier for participants to access financing.

Decentralized lending has the following advantages over traditional,

centralized financial systems:

A. Any mainstream digital currency can be used as a collateral asset,

andanyone can freely issue borrowing demands;

B. Individuals with asset management needs can make use of machines

andcode without the need to trust any intermediary;

C. Everyone has access and no one has central control;

D. All protocols are open source, so anyone can collaborate on the protocols

to build new financial products and accelerate financial innovation under

network effects.
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2.2.5 Digital Rights Trading

With Element Black, you can:

1. Transaction of rights and interests of artists and films;

2. Transfer of intellectual property rights (overall transfer or partial transfer);

3. Investment transaction of intellectual property (secondary market);

4. Digitization of intellectual property rights, traceability and confirmation of

rights;

These fractional property transactions are conducted under the Element Black

framework, which is secure, transparent and all transactions are publicly

conducted using Element tokens. The subject of the transaction can trade freely

and at the same time avoid the problems of law and policy. These digital assets

can be sold or leased on the market according to the rights and interests of

investors. Digital artists, IP assets, fragmentation and other industries can also

participate in the market, solving the problem of small to medium sized

entertainment companies, where good projects are often lost in the shuffle dueto

the lack of financial resources. Moreover, the traceability of intellectual property

rights has also curbed the privacy problem. Element Black protects transactions

through the technical features of blockchain, investors around the world can

participate by using digital currency as a payment method, realizing the chances

and possibility of cross-border IP investment transactions.
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In addition to the above services, Element Black can also be applied in more

places. Most enterprises can join the Element Black universe ecology, so that

theservices of industrial chain enterprises will become simpler and many

industrial problems will be solved easily. This is the purpose and significance of

Element Black's existence.
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Chapter 3 Technical Realization

3.1 Infrastructure

The technical architecture of Element Black consists of six layers: data layer,

network layer, consensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and application

layer. The details are as follows:

3.1.1 Data Layer

Element Black's block data is stored in a chained structure, with each block

having a pointer reference to the previous block to ensure that data is not

tampered with. Element Black uses the SHA256 function for hashing data, an

ECC asymmetric encryption algorithm for authentication, an AES encryption

algorithm for encryption of private keys, and Merkle number authentication and

storage of transactions.

3.1.2 The Network Layer

Element Black's nodes interact with each other using NIO sockets, using

DNSmethods and in-program loading of seed nodes. All nodes will be self-

checking, it will take the initiative to report your IP and port to the network under

public node. Other nodes will report information verification, if the verification

goes through, it will be available to all nodes’ IP address and port storage

to thelocal and it can connect directly next time without detection. If the

validation failed multiple times (there is a rule that detects every 10 minutes and

is triggered when the number of failure exceeds 10 times the number of

successfulconnections), the node will be taken offline and removed from

the storage
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queue. When the number of connected nodes is too small, it will actively ask the

connected nodes to obtain more available nodes. Element Black creates the nodes

in the internal network interconnect with each other through hole penetration. The

verified nodes are also used as the connection bridge to help the nodes behind the

NAT to connect and complete the connection.

3.1.3 Consensus Layer

The consensus layer is the core part of the blockchain protocol, defining the

consensus algorithm and the paradigm of the block data. The consensus layer of

Element Black adopts the POST algorithm (Proof of Space Time). The core of the

POST algorithm is to store the files in slices, and periodically challenge and prove

them according to the label information of the slices. The POST algorithm

produces a sequence to prove the retention time of useful storage over a certain

period of time, and can be repeated without rerunning the initialization phase,

which greatly improves execution efficiency.

3.1.4 Incentive Layer

Element Black will have a portion of its digital tokens used for consensus

rewards to encourage online participation, and because of the high performanceof

the consensus layer, consensus nodes are uncapped and dynamic.

3.1.5 Contract Layer

Element Black's contract layer, as the core layer of the blockchain, is

responsible for most of the business level processing processes. Based on the

UTXO model, we designed property transfer and embedded digital identity

transactions, which are different from other smart contract platforms for the
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ecological integration and formation of the public chain. Element

Black will encourage third party companies or teams to build more grounded and

practical ground application projects based on Element Black. For storage, we

use the native hash-memory-map method designed by LibBitcoin, which has the

advantages of high speed and performance. It is easy to access memory-pool,

but its disadvantages are lack of scalability and certain learning costs.

3.1.6 Application Layer

Contains a finite state machine (smart contract interpreter) and rich open

interfaces. Developers can use the open interface to easily implement the use of

random numbers in a rich variety of DApps, WebApps, Wallet applications. Our

interface specification can fully support all open languages.

3.2 Key technologies and implementation

3.2.1 Consensus Algorithm

Element Black adopts the POST algorithm (Proof of Space Time) introduced

into the blockchain field by File Coin. Its core definition is to measure and

calculate the storage Time and Space of data stored in the network. In the

blockchain, since the whole network is a P2P network without centralized nodes,

some mechanism is needed to ensure the integrity and recoverability of the data

stored by users. Thus, leading to the birth of relevant algorithms in this.

Temporal proof POST, allowing the verifier to check whether the storage provider

has stored his/her outsourced data over a period of time. The immediate

requirements for providers are:

(1) Generate sequential storage proof as a method of determining time.
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(2) Construct recursive execution to generate simple proofs.

The space time proof POST scheme enables a valid certifier P to convince

a

verifier V that P has stored some data D over a period of time. POST is

characterized by the tuples of a polynomial time algorithm :(SETUP, PROVE,

VERIFY).

· Post.Setup (1λ, D) - "SP, SV, where SP and SV are the setting

variables of P and V's characteristic scheme, and λ is a safety parameter. Post.

Setup is used to give P and V the information necessary to run post. Prove and

post. Prove. Somesolutions may require references or interacting third parties to

conduct post.setup.

· Post.Prove (SP, D, C, T) → π C, where C is a random verification

issued by Prover V and π C is a proof that Prover accessed data D over a period

of time. Post.Prove runs from P to V to generate π C.

· Post.Verify (SV, C, T, π C) → {0,1} to Verify if proof is correct.

Post.Verify is run by V and convinces V that P has stored R for some time.

Logically, the holding of data proves to be a game of two characters

andfour steps. The first role is Challenger. The second role is the person who has

completed the Proof. Challenger's first step is to create a file and some puzzles

and place them on the Server. The second step is to generate information about

a particular Challenger, some data needed; Step 3: The memory node completes

a certain Proof and sends it back to the Challenger. The fourth step is for the

Challenger to use some of the information he left behind to create a Verify,

Verify and Proof to Verify that it is correct. This is validation with two roles and
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for steps.

3.2.2 Smart Contract

Element Black uses a hierarchical approach to smart contract functionality

similar to computer storage architectures. Smart contract is close to legal

contract language and has high security. The handling fee of smart contract is

calculated according to the number of bytes of the contract. Element Black's

smart contract is made up of declarative and fully Boolean statements, so it is

closer to traditional legal contract language, supporting Boolean operations,

mathematical operations, and even data storage. Element Black provides a

variety of commonly used declarative smart contract templates that users can

use or modify to meet their requirements, reducing the difficulty and error rate

of contract deployment.

Here is a smart contract model:

[" contract template ",

"Hash of unit where the template was defined",

{param1: "value1", param2: "value2"}]]

Element Black has a built-in smart contract module software package. In

terms of module structure, the Element Black smart contract module is located

between external service module (such as RPC module) and underlying facility

module (such as network module, storage module, account module, etc.). The

storage module, basic encryption algorithm, account module, network module

and other modules provide the underlying support for the smart contract.

Smart contracts are defined by the upper application, interpreted
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accordingly, stored by a storage module, and calculated by the Element Black

interpreter will support multiple high-level programming languages. App

developers can design Element smart contracts in languages they are familiar

with.

3.2.3 Cross-chain Operation

Element Black proposes a blockchain cross-chain transaction architecture -

- the interconnected chain, which includes the interconnected chain architecture,

the interconnected chain consensus mechanism, the transmission protocol, and

the interconnected chain privacy protection mechanism to realize the

interconnection between independent blockchains and guarantee the

effectiveness of the cross-chain transaction and the security of users' private

data. The advantages of interconnected chains include: (1) cross-chain

operations between homogeneous and heterogeneous blocks are supported; (2)

More abundant cross-chain scenarios, which not only support cross-chain

transfer of various digital assets, but also support cross-chain operation between

smart contracts and distributed applications in the future; (3) Provide a good

privacy protection mechanism.

1. Connected chain architecture

In an interconnected chain network, there are the following main bodies: (1)

Parallel chain nodes: a blockchain that communicates directly with an

interconnected chain called a parallel chain, and a node that runs a parallel chain

program called a parallel chain node. (2) Connected chain node: the node
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running the connected chain program, including data receiving and receiving

node and verification node. (3) Data transceiver node: the data transceiver node

belongs to both the internal parallel chain node and the interconnected chain

node, and its main function is to collect the internal transaction data of the

parallel chain and transmit it to the verification node. (4) Validation node:

Validation node is only within the interconnected chain, and it is mainly

responsible for obtaining transaction data from the parallel chain, verifying the

validity of the transaction, and synchronizing consensus transactions within the

interconnected chain network.

Picture 3-2: The architecture of interconnected chains

Blockchains with cross-chain characteristics can read each other's data
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records, call smart contracts provided by each other, and complete the cross-

chain transfer of digital assets. Cross-chain technology breaks the barriers

between different blockchains, making cross-industry and cross-field value

circulation a reality. It can be said that cross-chain technology weaves "chain"

into "network" and is expected to build a global value network system.

2. Consensus and transmission of interconnected chains

The interconnected chain network will realize the interconnection between

parallel chains. As the architecture that can access parallel chains, the

interconnected chain ensures high transaction speed and can match the parallel

chains with high transaction generation frequency, so as to timely forward the

transactions from each parallel chain. Connected chains maintain a queue

structure for data transfer between multiple parallel blockchains. Specifically,

each parallel blockchain contains an input/output queue, and the connected

chain places transactions on the output queue of a transaction initiator's parallel

blockchain on the input queue of the destination address parallel blockchain.

Picture 3-3: Consensus and transport for interconnected chains

Any pair of parallel chains can complete cross-chain operation using the
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interconnected chain as A bridge. Suppose parallel chain A initiates A cross-chain

transaction to parallel chain B. The main steps are as follows:

(1) The transaction initiator of parallel chain A constructs A cross-chain

transaction, in which the source chain, source account, destination chain,

destination account and other information should be declared. The initiator then

broadcasts it to Parallel Chain A's network, where Parallel Chain A agrees on the

deal.

(2) Because the cross-chain transaction enters the parallel chain network

bybroadcast, the data transceiver node of parallel chain A can also receive the

transaction. The transceiver node temporarily stores cross-chain transactions

and their evidence in the outbound queue, and then extracts cross-chain

transactions and evidence from the outbound queue in a specific order and

frequency, and encapsulates them into a new transaction format supported by

the interconnected chain.

(3) The data transceiver node of parallel chain A will broadcast the

encapsulated cross-chain transaction to the interconnected chain network.

Validation nodes validate cross-chain transactions. If valid, the transaction

iswritten to the interconnected blockchain.

(4) Because the data transceiver node of parallel chain B is also in the

interconnected chain network, it can also receive cross-chain transactions

propagated in the interconnected chain network. Once the transceiver node of

parallel chain B recognizes the transaction of destination chain B, it will construct

a new transaction in parallel chain B format according to it and temporarily store
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it in its own queue. Transactions are then extracted from the queue in a specific

order and frequency and broadcasted to the network of parallel chain B.

(5) The nodes of parallel chain B reach a consensus on the new

transaction, and this consensus process belongs to the internal processing

mode of parallelchain B.

The above steps explain how the two blockchains carry out cross-chain

transaction that forwards through the interconnected chain. Based on this, the

interconnected chain architecture can complete cross-chain transfers, cross-

chain smart contract invocations, cross-chain data sharing and other operations.

3. Privacy protection

Element Black proposes a cross-chain transaction privacy protection

methodbased on zk-SNARK algorithm. zk-SNARK zero-knowledge proof

algorithm is one of relatively mature and feasible privacy protection technologies.

Its anonymity is better, and it does not need the trust center node or the

participation of other users in the network. Users can realize anonymous

transactions by interacting with anonymous currency, thus effectively protecting

users' privacy.

As a carrier for forwarding and verifying cross-chain anonymous

transactions, interconnected chain needs to be able to verify the validity of

cross-chain anonymous transactions. Cross-chain transaction can be divided

intotwo types: cross-chain transparent transaction and cross-chain anonymous

transaction. Cross-chain transparent transactions provide the content of the

transaction and evidence of the associated Merkle branch. Verification nodes in
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the interconnected chain network can verify the validity of the transaction according

to the verification rules registered in parallel blockchain. However, cross-chain

anonymous transactions will not reveal any information other than the validity of

the transaction. The verification nodes in the interconnected chainnetwork need

to know the public parameters generated at the start-up stage of each parallel

blockchain network, and use these public parameters to verify the validity of

cross-chain anonymous transactions from the parallel blockchain. Thezero-

knowledge proof algorithm guarantees that the verification node in the

interconnected chain network will not know any information other than the

validity of the cross-chain transaction.

3.2.4 The DAO Design

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organizations) may be the best tool to

further decentralize blockchain products. DAO allows users to make important

decisions, such as adding new functionality or deploying a new version of the

protocol. In addition, users can vote on who will activate the emergency switch

at critical moments, or even create a "sub-DAO" to handle such dark moments.

In response to the existing problems in the decentralization and autonomy of

DAO, Element Black creatively upgraded DAO2.0 DAO -- handing over controlto

Element DAO to realize true decentralization and create an effective model for

sustainable development.

Within Element Black, membership in a DAO is open and not limited to a

specific group. DAO members/shareholders can propose/vote for changes to

bemade and there is no central body that can block or interfere their decisions.
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Element members receive direct and indirect financial incentives based on

their level of participation to ensure consistency of incentives.

These features are critical to effective decentralization. In that sense,

Bitcoinis the most successful DAO. In the Bitcoin network, anyone can

participate by running a node or owning a bitcoin, they can propose, support or

oppose the BIP (Bitcoin Improvement Proposal), and is ultimately rewarded (at

least indirectly) for participating to making sure that the system plays by the

rules. Assuch, it is these features that make DAO a powerful governance

mechanism for truly decentralized projects.

Element Black's DAO puts decision making for cross-chain project

selectioninto the hands of the participants. Participants can choose an

appropriate currency to pair with Element digital tokens and create a liquidity

pool. As longas the participants provide liquidity to the pool, they own a share

of the pool and are entitled to a portion of the pool's income. Participants also

have the right to go offline, as long as they withdraw liquidity and destroy their

shares, the Element DAO organization has the final decision. Through this

process, participants have full authority to decide whether the project can be

supportedby Element Black's decentralized bank.

In addition, any fees charged by Element Black goes to the pool's liquidity

provider. In this way, participants can benefit directly from the operation of the

system. From the point of view of the entire architecture, Element Black not only

fits the definition of DAO, but also creates an enhanced dimensional

interpretation of DAO application scenarios, which is a demonstration and
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exploration of DAO2.0 era.

1. Element Black is an open organization where everyone can gain a certain share by

providing liquidity;

2. Participants can effectively decide to go online/offline by

injecting/withdrawing liquidity, and the Element Black team must not obstruct

participants' decisions;

3. Participants can profit directly by holding shares. Still, Element Black can

make decisions about changing its fee structure, improving its automated

funding model, and adding functionality that will drive the overall sustainability

of Element Black's decentralized bank.

4. A single DAO member (either an organization or an individual) can hold

no more than 5% of the total number of digital tokens. This ensures that

Element Black does not create an over-centralized distribution of Maker DAO

tokens.

3.2.5 Distributed Network

Element Black's payment system uses a distributed network architecture,

asshown in the figure below. The network is based on Akka concurrency

framework based on Actor model.
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Picture 3-4: Element Black Payment System Network Architecture

Actors interact by sending messages to each other. The thread that

executesthe task is not passed to the receiver via the message, and an Actor

entity can continue to execute other tasks without being blocked after sending

the message. The Actor model can accomplish more in the same amount of

time. Actors process messages in a sequential fashion, one at a time, and the

sender and receiver of the message can operate independently. This mode of

operation avoids the destruction of object encapsulation caused by concurrent

multiple threads in traditional multi-thread programming.

Actor model features:

(1) The execution program is decoupled by signaling passing, thus

maintaining object encapsulation (method calls pass execution environment, but

message passing does not).
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(2) The internal state of the Actor can only be changed by passing messages,

and only one termination can be processed at any one time, which eliminates the

problem caused by thread contention in traditional programming.

(3) The message sender will not be blocked. Millions of actors can be

efficiently arranged on multiple threads, unleashing the full advantage of

modern CPUs. Delegation of tasks through messages is a common operating

pattern for the Actor model.

【 Network Node 】

Element's payment system uses a peer-to-peer (P2P) network and

communicates using the TCP/IP protocol. There are two types of nodes in the

network, which are ordinary nodes and billing nodes. Ordinary nodes can

broadcast, receive and forward transactions, synchronize blocks, etc., while

billing nodes participate in distributed consensus, creating blocks. The billing

node is the core role of the Element blockchain, keeping complete historical data

and listening for broadcast transactions. The billing nodes in Element's payment

system are spread across a number of supercomputing nodes around the world.
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Picture 3-5: Network Nodes

Ordinary users will run the light node or simply access as a client. Ordinary

users can access the Element network through a light wallet client, a block

browser, or a mobile App to synchronize and save their data, manage their

wallets, and conduct financial transactions for digital tokens.

【Dynamic Sharding】

Block enlargement and horizontal enlargement can be used to improve the

throughput of network transactions. The Element payment system uses

intelligent load-balancing autonomous dynamic sharding technology to scale up

the blockchain horizontally. Each shard can process different transactions at the

same time, and the processing performance of the entire network increases

linearly.
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During each cycle, the system randomly divides the nodes into a shard, and the

nodes in the shard only verify their transactions and broadcast the verification

results to the main chain to help determine the block.

Main chain network Shard network

Autonomous dynamic sharding for

intelligent load balancing

Validate transactions on a

shard

Election transaction accounting

rights

(generated blocks)

Determine the block of the

main chain

Save sharding network information

In the same period, if there are N shard networks, each shard can process N

transactions, so the system can process N transactions in total. This scheme is

called quadratic sharding.
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Chapter 4 Issuance Instructions

4.1 ELT Token

Element Black issues digital assets as ELT. ELT has a dual nature. It can be

a currency used for user settlement and fee deductions, or an asset that can be

exchanged for and appreciate in equal value. The quantity ceiling is constant to

avoid inflation problems. And through the use of private key as a digital signature,

allowing individuals to directly pay others without going through thirdparty

institutions such as banks, clearing centers, securities, thus avoiding high fees,

cumbersome procedures and regulatory problems. It can be used by any users

with a digital device and an active connection to the internet.

4.2 Economic Model

4.2.1 ELT properties

ELTs have several attributes:

Property rights: the right to use, to determine the ownership of assets

Investment Attributes: Value-addition, quick returns

Property of currency: Negotiable, principal currency in the ecosystem

Property of Equity: Value-added, long-term returns, large appreciation

4.2.2 Output of ELT

In both the real and game economy, tokens and their output are handled by

a centralized organization, such as the government, NPCs. Subsequently, users

obtain money (mining) through work and tasks, and realize circulation (trading)

by purchasing the goods they need. Therefore, the essence of currency is a
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contract between owners and the market on the exchange of rights, equivalent

to an agreement between owners.

Blockchain tokens all have this property. We designed ELT with the principle

of robustness. We build multiple models of ELT price changes and multiple

models of demand as measured by market capitalization. We then use these

different parameterized models to run Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the

probability that ELT prices will hit the artificial floor under a variety of scenarios.

To provide some specifics, we modeled our "Market Estimated

Demand"with the following steps:

● ELT market value was modeled as geometric Brownian motion (GBM),

a commonly used model in stock option pricing theory. We use the historical

returns of the following assets and indices to determine the drift coefficient and

Sigma coefficient in GBM: Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P 500, US 10-year Treasury

bond,US GDP, etc. We also simulated the market value with μ and σ to

determine whether these core parameters were robust.

● Package Mortage Kager market capitalization was modeled using

block bootstrapping, a method of extracting relevant test statistics from non-

stationary time series data. We sampled historical returns from the same

assetsand indexes mentioned above.

As for the pricing of ELT, our approach includes the following:

●Risk neutral pricing - another hallmark of option pricing theory. Here we

determine the price of ELT under the GBM model by assuming a

replicated assetportfolio.
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● Time-tested Sharpe Ratio Pricing Method to determine ELT prices that are

not dependent on GBM assumptions.

4.2.3 ELT Circulation and Recovery

If the Token cannot be circulated, the most important attributes and value

will be lost. Therefore, no matter how complex the economic model and

distribution model are, it is necessary to construct production materials other

than Token output within the community to promote Token circulation and

users' interest in trading.

Circulation mainly includes two ways: 1. Transactions with the

authorities/institutions; 2. 2. Market transactions.

In the Token economy model, the nature of transactions between official

institutions is the recycling of tokens, while the nature of market transactions is

the circulation of tokens. Therefore, we construct a simple ELT economic system

model, as shown in the figure below:

Picture 4-2: Flow Closed Loop For ELT
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4.3 ELT Token

Based on the economic model described above, ELT determined that the total number

of units to be issued would be 4 billion (additional units with community permission), with

the following distribution scenario:

A. 22.25% ELT token will be assigned for private sale. 0.75% ELT token will be

assigned for IDO.

B. The rest 77% ELT token will be utilized to build the community and benefit

community members.

• 40% ELT token will be used for Ecosystem Rewards.

• 3% ELT token will be released for Marketing.

• 14% ELT token will be released for Treasury.

• 12% ELT token will be distributed for Team.

• 3% ELT token will be assigned to Advisors.

• 5% ELT token will be assigned for Liquidity.

Picture 4-3: Token Economic
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To ensure the sustainability and management effectiveness of Element

Black's project, Element Black will be managed as a foundation. The Foundation

will regulate its organization and activities, protect the legitimate rights and

interests of the Foundation, relevant beneficiaries and users, and abide by the

local constitution, laws, regulations, rules and policies. The Element Black

Foundation has a Technical Committee, a Commercial Committee, a Finance

and Personnel Committee, and a Joint Representative Committee. Major

decisions are made by a Joint Representative Committee elected by the all the

above committees. The Chairman of the Joint Representative Committee shall

be elected by the Joint Representatives Committee and shall be responsible for

the daily management of its affairs.

Picture 5-1: Organizational Structure

1. The Joint Representative Committee shall be the highest decision-making

body, and its functions shall include:

(1) Modifying the Element Black management charter;

(2) Supervising the implementation of the ELEMENT charter;
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(3) Appointing or dismissing the Chairman of the Joint Representative Committee

and the persons in charge of the functional committees;

(4) Making or revising important decisions.

The term of office of the Joint Representative Committee members is five

years. After the term of office of the Joint Representative Committee members,

5-20 members will be re-elected by the Technical Committee, Commercial

Committee, Finance and Personnel Committee. The elected members will

makeimportant and urgent decisions on behalf of the Foundation and will be

subjectto credit adjustment during their term in the office.

2. Technical Committee:

The Element Black Technical Committee is responsible for the underlyingtechnology

development, product development, audit, management, etc.

Specifically including:

(1) Code management, code development, code testing, code review,

codelaunch, bug repair, etc.;

(2) Hold project tracking meetings to communicate project progress

and needs;

(3) Mining the application scenarios of Element Black technology to

achievecommercial landing. Code open source review, public chain,

alliance chain opensource, private chain can be allowed not open

source.

3. Business Committee:

(1) Responsible for the promotion of Element Black technology, the

promotion of original chain products, and the connection of various

resources;
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(2) Shape the brand image of Element Black, establish and improve various

management systems;

(3) Responsible for public relation matters. In case of any incident affecting

the reputation of the Council, the Committee will respond to the incident

through internal audit and evaluation.

4. Finance and Personnel Committee:

(1) Responsible for salary management, daily operation expense review, etc.;

(2) Responsible for various administrative affairs, such as relevant document

drafting, review, meeting schedule arrangement, etc.

5.1 Team members and advisors
The technology team is based in Hong Kong.

Element Black team members：

 Mark Rau, Chief Executive Officer, Mark Rau is a veteran entertainment

executive, and founder of technology and media companies such as Ella

Media GmbH and Traumhaus Studios GmbH. He has been involved in

generating more than $1.7 billion in book sales, $1.5 billion in box office

grosses and more than 500 hours of television airtime.

 Jing, VP of Operations, Jing based in Los Angeles, is responsible for investor

relations and day-to-day operations management for Element Black. Jing

specializes in entertainment financing, content production, content distribution

and marketing, and has worked for top Hollywood studios such as Lionsgate

and The H Collective. Jing previously ran the operations department at The H

Collective, managing the US and China offices.

 Chris, Product Operation, Chris has worked on Fantasy Martial Arts and MiQ
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games, and is responsible for game product development and website design

and maintenance for the Element team. With 8 years of game design

experience, Chris has been involved in and responsible for several major

national and international competitions involving billions of players.

 Zena Otsuka, Chief Partnership officer, Zena is a member of the founding

family of Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd / Otsuka Holdings Co., Ltd. Zena is

also the CEO of Zena Style Co., Ltd, an Entertainment / Management / Agent

in Japan. Zena is also the founder of Japanew, a Japanese IP company

focused on reaching IP licensing deals with renowned and influential IP

holders in Japan.

 Yushi Murakawa, Chief Partnership officer, Yushi worked at JPMorgan for 15

years by May 2021, and joined Element.Black project recently. He is an expert

of financing as he leads credit sales Tokyo at JPMorgan for last 2 years. Yushi

is also Co-CEO of Japanew Co., Ltd with Zena, making business with IP

holders in Japan.

 Lau Wai Chung, Chief Financial Officer, Lau is a Certified Public Accountant,

Practising with over 10 years’ experience in external audit, financial

forecasting and budgets and compliance. Lau has served YG Group as the

Chief Financial & Compliance Officer and then moved to Crowe Horwath (HK)

CPA Limited as senior auditor before he joined Element.Black. He has strong

observational, analytical and error detection skills

Element Black Advisors:
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• Sid Ganis is a former president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences. He co-founded Out of the Blue Entertainment with his wife and

previously held distinguished executive positions at major studios such as Sony

Pictures, Lucasfilm, Warner Brothers, Paramount and Columbia Pictures.

• James Gunn, director of the Guardians of the Galaxy series and Task Force X, is

known as one of the most cinematic directors in the Marvel and DC universes.

He is currently directing the "Task Force X" TV series with Warner, HBO, and

Max.

• Shane Duffy oversees the NBA's entertainment office in Los Angeles, as well as

player and human relations. He also served as director of business development

for VanWagner Sports and Entertainment, producing broadcasts for the

Olympics, Super Bowl, FIFA, U.S. Open and all college sports championships.

• Mari Kagaya is a consultant in the fashion and entertainment business and is

the President of the International/Japanese Fashion Curators Association.

She is also the CEO of LAMYMAL. Mari started her career as a TV announcer

and has been in charge of marketing and communications since 2001,

serving as Vice President of Ralph Lauren, Director General of Fendi (LVMH)

and Director of BALLY Japan. Mari is currently advising on the branding of

Japan's first professional women's soccer league, WE LEAGUE.

• Matt Medved is an American entrepreneur, journalist, DJ and record producer.

He is the co-founder and CEO of NFT Now, the leading web 3.0 digital media

platform for NFT coverage and curation. He previously founded Billboard

Dance, ran Spin magazine as Editor-in-Chief, and served as the SVP of

Content at Modern Luxury.

• Afrodet Zurivis a philanthropist, art curator, art dealer and writer. She moved

to New York over a decade ago to pursue her mater’s degree in

Contemporary Art at the Institute of Art at Sotheby’s. Afrodet serves as an
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advisor to the digital media platform, NFT Now and during Miami Basel 2021,

she curated the Blockparty platform for the Gateway activation hosted by

NFT Now & Christies.
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